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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents a hybrid analysis algorithm, 
which is used at Radiation Group (UPM) to carry out 
the design of a conformal serrated-edge reflector for 
the mm-Wave compact range UPM facility. Main 
features of this algorithm involve its capability of 
handling conformal serrated rim parabolic reflectors, 
accuracy and computational efficiency. 
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1. Introduction 
Compact ranges are antenna measurement facilities which 
purpose is to generate far-field conditions inside an 
anechoic environment. This situation is reached when a 
local plane wave is generated inside a volume, which is 
known as “quiet zone”. 
Once a quiet zone is generated, the principle of operation 
of a compact range is simple. The antenna under test is 
located inside the quiet zone and it is operated as receiver 
antenna through the directions of radiation of interest. Its 
radiation pattern is known through the reciprocity 
theorem. 
A main advantage of compact ranges is it ability to obtain 
the radiation pattern of the AUT without post-processing 
the acquired data. This feature is a characteristic of 
farfield operated ranges. Thus, the performance of a 
compact range is directly related to its capability to 
generate far-field conditions [6]. These conditions are 
increasingly accurate as amplitude and phase ripples 
diminish inside the considered quiet zone region [8]. 
A common way of generating a plane wave distribution is 
to use a reflector, acting as spherical wave collimator 
(Fig. 1). The bigger, in terms of wavelength, this reflector 
is, the more stable the quiet zone will be. Thus, a key 
feature of the parabolic reflector is its huge size, 
compared to the wavelength. 
Several configurations are classical improvements of this 
former huge parabolic reflector. Edge-diffracted rays 
interfere with the quiet zone field and degrade its 
performance. Common implementations that take these 
 
Fig. 1 – Parabolic offset reflector-based CATR 
 
Fig. 2 - Quiet zone Electric Field. 
 
Fig.3 - Conformal edge reflector, projected rim 
rays away from the quiet zone involve reflector edge 
treatment techniques [8]. A sample amplitude acquisition 
of the Electric field diffracted by a square serrated-edge 
reflector, such as the one in Fig. 3, is depicted in Fig. 2. 
This acquisition shows the planar acquisition at a 
particular distance away from the reflector, with 
highlighted quiet zone area. 
The solution proposed by Technical University of Madrid 
(UPM) is an offset parabolic reflector, with conformal 
serrated edge, as depicted in Fig. 3 [8].  
 This solution is a step forward from the cosine-shape 
parabolic reflector. However, as pointed out in [1,3], to 
deal with these structures requires an accurate and 
flexible analysis tool, which must be computationally 
efficient enough to be used as a design tool. The aim of 
this paper is to present a hybrid algorithm that fulfills 
these requirements. Some practical fieldwork carried out 
by this algorithm is presented and also accuracy 
validation results are shown. 
2. Algorithm presentation 
The proposed algorithm follows a hybrid scheme in 
which two well-know electromagnetic formulations are 
combined. The radiation problem is divided in two 
regions, for each one of which a different electromagnetic 
formulation is set. 
On one side, the currents distribution over the reflector 
are calculated through GO techniques. CATR reflectors 
have high F/D ratios and the feeding elements must be 
mid-directive if low amplitude taper is desired in the quiet 
zone. Thus, the reflector can be assumed to be in the far-
field of the feeder and GO formulations should be enough 
to model these currents over the reflector. 
These currents generate an electromagnetic radiation 
mainly directed towards the forward space of the 
reflector. This is the radiated field which we want to 
calculate. This task can be carried out if the currents in 
the currents in the projected surface of the reflector (Fig. 
1) are known. To obtain these data, the principle of 
current projection is applied. This is the link between the 
GO-formulation domain and the spectral-formulation 
domain of the problem. 
The spectral formulation of the forward half-space 
radiation problem starts using a sampled version of the 
currents over the projected surface. A summary of the 
different electromagnetic Physics in the whole hybrid 
algorithm is depicted in Fig. 4.  
As formulated in [5], the electric field in the spatial 
domain   E(r) can be obtained from the spectral 
distribution of the projected currents 
  
A(kx , k y) , following 
the formulations drawn in Eqs. (1) and (2). As already 
explained in [1,3,4], the proposed algorithm is able to 
obtain an analytical solution of 
  
A(kx , k y)  [7]. Efficient 
field computation requires discrete data matrices, so   E(r)  
as well as 
  
A(kx , k y)  are sampled in the spatial and 
spectral domains, respectively. 
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Fig.4 - Hybrid algorithm formulation 
The discretization of the continuous fields must fulfill 
different sampling criteria their corresponding domains. A 
general case sets 4 oversampling constants to solve the 
problem: one per each variable involved in the 2-
dimensional spectral and spatial domains. For a particular 
acquisition plane, these variables are 
  
kx , k y, x, y  and their 
corresponding oversampling constants can be noted as 
  
kx
,k y ,x , y , arranged in a sampling vector . 
This scheme leads to a very general case, which can be 
simplified if some assumptions on  are taken. As 
pointed out in [1], there are two main options to sample 
the fields: to set Nyquist criterion in the spatial variables 
  
x, y( )  and oversample spectral ones 
  
kx , k y( )  or to 
oversample 
  
x, y( )  and set a Nyquist scheme over 
  
kx , k y( ) . The oversampling of a domain has a domain-
widening effect on the complementary one, as 
analytically formulated in [4], as a function of . Our 
preferred sampling scheme establishes Nyquist criterion 
in the spatial domain by setting a  0 / 2 distance between 
  
x, y( )  samples, and widening the acquisition plane 
beyond the minimum rectangle, which contains the 
projected surface of the reflector. A full study of these 
criteria is carried out in [1].  
The use of both spectral-spatial domains allows us to 
avoid convolution operations, which are strongly 
inefficient, from the computational point of view. These 
operations are common ways to find out the spectral 
information of non-uniformly illuminated reflectors. A 
full mathematical formulation of the algorithm, as well as 
the speedup keys, can be found at [1].  
These formulations are used to calculate planar 
acquisitions of the electric field, obtained in a uniform 
grid whose points are a z-shifted version of those 
considered in the projected aperture sampling grid (Fig. 
1).  The location of the acquisition planes is bounded by 
the depth of the quiet zone to be analyzed. Amplitude as 
well as phase must be extracted from the complex field in 
order to have a full characterization of the generated quiet 
zone. 
 
3. Algorithm validation 
An implementation of the algorithm has been performed 
in FORTRAN, so results can be obtained and compared 
to different solving methods. Results from GRASP8 are 
considered as reference fields to contrast with.  
Two reflectors are analyzed in this differential study. 
Both reflectors are relevant scatterers to analyze the edge 
treatment in compact ranges, while represent canonical 
examples of wide families of reflectors. The setup 
followed for each simulation is a classical offset-fed 
scheme, with planar acquisition, as depicted in Fig. 5. 
3.1. Offset circular reflector without edge treatment 
In this simulation, the setup parameters are those in 
Table I. Fourier theory states that a circular reflector, fed 
by an isotropic horn, will have quite high side lobes. 
This has an unwanted effect on quiet zone performance 
but allows us to analyze an example in which spectral 
information is not strongly filtered and, thus, most 
spectral contributions have an effect on the final results. 
This is strongly advisable for first round comparisons. 
 
 
 
The projected rim of the reflector is depicted in fig. 7. 
Vertical cuts of amplitude and phase are, respectively, 
figs. 8 and 9.  A good agreement between GRASP8 and 
the hybrid algorithm is observed, both in amplitude and 
phase, for the whole domain of analysis. However, for our 
case of study, the field is only relevant inside the quiet 
zone region. Indeed, the object of our analysis can be 
reduced to the field flatness magnitude and not the 
particular field distribution. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6 - Operations block scheme of the algorithm 
 
 
Fig. 7 – Circular reflector projected rim 
 
Fig. 8 – Circular reflector amplitude acquisition 
 
TABLE I 
TEST REFLECTOR A: CIRCULAR REFLECTOR SIMULATION 
Parameter Value 
Frequency 300 GHz 
D 0.6 m 
Doffset 0.2 m 
focal distance 0.8 m 
zshift 1.0 m 
Feed pattern Isotropic 
 
Fig. 5 – Field acquisition setup 
 
Fig. 9 – Circular reflector phase acquisition 
 
3.2. Offset reflector with linear serrations  
Once a first approach has been carried out, an analysis of 
a serrated edge reflector is carried out. As commented in 
[9], GRASP8 models the serrations of these kind of 
reflectors by setting an amplitude-taper feeding scheme 
over a non serrated reflector. On the other side, GRASP8 
is able to deal with polygonal rim reflectors. However, the 
interpolation scheme requires to be careful with the XY 
definition of the rim. Our purpose here is to analyze the 
same real polygonal reflector with the two different 
methods, so a triangular edge parabolic reflector is 
chosen, even though more complex and useful rim 
configurations can be analyzed with the algorithm, as will 
be described in section 4. 
Table II offers the setup definition for the serrated-edge 
reflector, and fig. 10 offers the projected rim of the 
scatterer. As done before, amplitude and phase results for 
a vertical cut of the electric field are depicted in figs. 11 
and 12.  Also a good agreement is here obtained inside 
the quiet zone area. Slight discrepancy is observed out of 
the quiet zone region, which is due to the PTD extra 
analysis that is carried out by GRASP8. However, as 
mentioned before, our field of analysis is reduced to the 
quiet zone region. 
It is also relevant to carry out a computational 
performance analysis of both methods. While GRASP8 
took respectively 51.200 s. and 31.500 s. to carry out the 
analysis of the circular and the serrated reflector, a 
FORTRAN implementation of the hybrid algorithm 
needed 47 s. and 11 s. to complete its calculations. 
 
 
Fig. 10 – Serrated reflector projected rim 
 
Fig. 11 – Serrated reflector amplitude acquisition 
 
Fig. 12 – Serrated reflector phase acquisition 
 
TABLE II 
TEST REFLECTOR B: SERRATED CIRCULAR REFLECTOR SIMULATION 
Parameter Value 
Frequency 100 GHz 
D 0.6 m 
    Internal radius: 0.2 m 
    Serration depth: 0.1 m 
Doffset 0.2 m 
focal distance 2.5 m 
zshift 3.0 m 
Feed pattern Gaussian: -1.0 dB for =10º. 
Independent with . 
4. Serrated edge conformation. Design 
As explained in [1,4], the proposed algorithm deals with 
parabolic reflectors with arbitrary polygonal projected 
rim. This is a very relevant feature when dealing with a 
design problem, given that many reflector alternatives 
are possible to be studied. Here we show some rim 
conformation alternatives which are taken into account 
for the UPM serrated edge reflector. 
A first approach to the conformation of the rim parts 
from linear-shape serrations. A chain of them is attached 
to each one of the sides of the square reflector. The outer 
vertices of these serrations are modulated so the more 
external serrations point away from the reflector, such as 
schematically depicted in fig. 13. This can be 
analytically handled through shift functions, of different 
magnitude order, as proposed in fig. 14 and fully 
explained in [2]. 
A second approach parts from a modulated scheme of 
serrations distribution and substitutes the linear 
serrations by conformal serrations, such as the cosine 
shape serrations, as depicted in fig. 15. The way to 
analyze these conformal serrations is to discretize the 
continuous contour into linear segments so a piecewise 
smooth enough rim is analyzed. As pointed out in [8], 
also the cosine-shape serration can be modified into 
similar serrations to reach optimal reflector design. A 
fully analytical modeling and analysis of these 
geometries is possible to be carried out with the 
algorithm, and some examples are given in [1]. 
Once the reflector geometry is fully characterized 
through variables, the first step of the design process 
consists on defining a bounded domain for each one of 
these variables. Then, all the possible reflectors are 
analyzed and amplitude as well as phase field ripples are 
calculated inside the quiet zone area. These variables act 
as cost functions of a global optimization process. 
Design notes are drawn in [2, 3]. 
5. Conclusions. Future work 
It has been presented a hybrid efficient algorithm to carry 
out design stage tasks in the field of conformal serrated 
edge parabolic reflectors. It has been validated and proved 
to be valid to carry out flexible design tasks. 
Future work deals with the reflector construction and a 
joint comparison between analysis results and real system 
results. 
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